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The Treatment of Natural Law in Richard the Redeless and
Mum and the Sothsegger
Helen Barr

Natural law is one of the most important themes in the related poems Richard the
Redeless and Mum and the Sothsegger.1 It has never been fully discussed.
Attention was drawn to the idea of natural law in the poems by Ruth Mohl in an
article written shortly after the publication of Mum.2 But the full implications of her
comments were not pursued. Nor have they been addressed since. According to
J. A. W. Bennett, both poems are 'jaundiced and lacking a coherent social or
political philosophy'.3 I contend, however, that ideas of natural law provide both
poems with exactly the coherent social and political philosophy which Bennett
claimed they lack. In both poems, natural law is contrasted with positive laws and
behaviour in order to demonstrate how much contemporary society has betrayed the
principles on which it ought to rest its foundation.

I
Natural law is a complex concept4 but at the root of all theories concerned with
it is a definition formulated by the Roman jurist Ulpian:
ius naturale est quod natura omnia animalia docuit.
[natural law is what nature has taught animals.]
This was placed by the compilers of Justinian's Institutes right at the head of Civil
Law, and acquired a variety of glosses and interpretations throughout the Middle
Ages. 5 The statement also caused a certain amount of confusion in ideas. What
Ulpian originally meant by 'what nature has taught animals' was the universal
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natural instinct to procreate. But when his quotation was placed at the head of Civil
Law, the definition of natural law as natural instinct became identified with the ius
gentium, or law of nations. This was because the continuation of Ulpian's remark,
which pointed out the difference between the ius naturale and the ius gentium, was
omitted. Instead, a definition of the ius gentium formulated by the jurist Gaius was
inserted and, as a result, Ulpian's distinction between the law of natural sex instinct
and the natural rational order, was lost.6
Isidore of Seville, influenced by the Civil Law definition, produced in his
Etymologiae, one of the most important legal maxims in the Middle Ages:
Ius naturale est commune omnium nationum, et quod ubique
instinctu naturae, non constitutione aliqua habetur.7
[natural law is common to all nations and is held everywhere by
the instinct of nature, not by some written constitution.]
He associated the instinct of nature, which is not regulated or controlled by written
laws, with the law common to all nations.8 His definition was incorporated into the
Decretum9 and was glossed copiously and often divergently.10
Gratian's gloss took Isidore's definition one stage further by identifying the
law of nature with the law of God:
Humanum genus duobus regitur, naturali uidelicet iure et
moribus. Ius naturae est quod in lege et in euangelio continetur,
quo quisque iubetur alii facere, quod sibi uult fieri, et prohibetur
alii inferre, quod sibi nolit fieri.11
[Humankind is ruled by two things, that is, natural law and
custom. Natural law is what is contained in the law and the
Gospels, by which each person is commanded to do to another
what he would wish done to himself, and is prohibited from
doing to another what he would not wish done to himself.]
Further, Gratian asserted that natural law prevailed in antiquity and dignity over all
other laws because it has its origin in the rational faculty of creatures and does not
alter with time:
Naturale ius inter omnia primatum obtinet et tempore et dignitate.
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Cepit enim ab exordio rationalis creaturae, nee variatur tempore
sed immutabile permanet.12
[Natural law is foremost among other laws in antiquity and
dignity. For it has its primary source in the reason of creatures,
and does not alter with time but remains immutable.]
He condemned any kind of positive law opposed to this superior law:
Quecunque enim uel moribus recepta sunt, uel scriptis
comprehensa, si naturali iure fuerint aduersa, uana et irrita sunt
habenda.13
[For whatever things are admitted by custom or form part of
written laws, if they will have been contrary to natural law, they
are to be held null and void.]
Rufinus, an influential twelfth-century glossator on the Decretum Gratiani,
asserted that natural law is a force planted by nature which propels man to do good
and to avoid evil:
Est itaque naturale ius vis quaedam humanae creature a natura
insita ad faciendum bonum cavendumque contrarium.14
[Natural law is therefore a certain force planted by nature in
human beings so that they work towards good and avoid its
opposite.]
This important gloss on Ulpian's original dictum makes a distinction between human
and animal law. Rufinus altered the emphasis of the idea of 'nature' by taking it to
mean 'innate in man' and thus the idea of 'human nature'. The identification of
natural law with the rational faculty innate in man forged an association which
prevailed.15
Attempts to clear the confusion, originally engendered by the truncation of
Ulpian's definition at the beginning of Civil Law, perpetuated discussion which
considered the instinct of nature and the laws of animals in evaluations of how
human reason and morality related to natural law. New formulations tried to
reconcile what seemed to many of the theologians of the twelfth century,
irreconcilable ideas. 16 For example, Etienne de Tournai proposed five definitions
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which begin with the idea of natural law common to men and animals, and conclude
with its propensity to direct man towards good and to flee evil.17
It was Gratian who first identified natural law with the law of God and political
theorists and theologians throughout the Middle Ages saw in a passage from St
Paul's Letter to the Romans an ancient authority for the idea of man's possessing
innately a law which directed him to do good:18
For whosoever have sinned without the law shall perish without
the law; and whosoever have sinned in the law will be judged by
the law. For not the hearers of the law are just before God; but
the doers of the law shall be justified. For when the Gentiles,
who have not the law, do by nature those things that are of the
law; these, having not the law, are a law to themselves. Who
shew the work of the law written in their hearts, their conscience
bearing witness to them.
(Romans 2.12-16)
Glossing these verses, Nicholas of Lyra interprets the law written in man's heart as
natural reason because the divine law of the Scriptures or human written law is
derived from the law of nature:
ratio naturalis . . . . est eis lex, quia lex scripta divina vel
humana est a lege naturali deriuata.19
[natural reason . . . . is law to them, because written law, divine
or human, is derived from natural law.]
Lyra's interpretation is a common one in the Middle Ages and part of an established
tradition which used the image of writing in man's heart to describe the source of
natural law. 20
As the concept developed, the notion of natural law received different
emphases. But certain key tenets can be identified. Most fundamentally, there
existed the concept of an order or disposition which, by virtue of human nature,
human reason could discover. This order or law was unwritten; its principle was a
natural knowledge in man which informed him how to discern good and evil. The
location of natural law in man's heart suggested that it was a God-given innate
faculty in man and tracing its source in the Scriptures forged a link between natural
and divine law. Natural law was considered to be the justification for every kind of
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positive law and action. Alongside these moral, political and psychological
interpretations existed the ancient idea that the law of nature was associated with
animals and with the created order.21
In the writings of Aquinas, the link between nature and natural law which had
so troubled earlier writers, was forged anew. Aquinas views natural law as being
nothing other than that which human nature expresses rationally.22 He sees man to
be part of the rational principle inherent in the created order through his innate
faculty of reason. Thus natural law is not contrary to the natural world but an
integral part of the rational ordering of the universe. Equity and justice are rooted in
the idea of natural law. Aquinas comments that a thing is said to be just when it
accords with the rule of reason, adding that the first rule of reason is the natural law.
If human law is at variance in any particular with natural law, he states that it is no
longer legal but a corruption of the law.23
In his treatise De Regimine Principum, Aquinas argues that since art is but an
imitation of nature, from which we come to learn how to act according to reason, it
would seem best to deduce the duties of a king from the examples of government in
nature. He draws an analogy between God's providential government of the
universe and man's government of his soul and body through the power of
reason.24 Aquinas urges a king to establish his kingdom by imitation of the divine
order seen in the created world.25 He chooses as an illustrative analogy the social
harmony which exists in a hive of bees to show how the order which exists in nature
through instinct should be the rule which man must achieve through the exercise of
his reason. 26 Natural instinct derives from God, the Providential architect of the
universe. Therefore it is decorous that this instinct should be seen as analogous to
the process of natural law, an innate faculty in man, discoverable through the
exercise of rational control.
Since the authors of both Richard and Mum show a keen interest in legal
practice and legal theory 27 they might have been familiar with some of the
discussion of natural law which is recorded in Canon Law. But it is unlikely that
Aquinas' De Regimine could have been a source of inspiration to them, although
John Fortescue knew it sixty years later, 28 because there is no record of any
manuscript of it reaching England. 29 On the other hand, Giles of Rome's De
Regimine Principum, written originally for the future Philip the Fair, was widely
read, disseminated and translated throughout the Middle Ages. 30 Many people in
England owned private copies. 31 It was translated into English, probably by John
Trevisa, at the end of the fourteenth century.32 There is a marked similarity between
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some of the ideas in Giles' treatise and those in Richard and Mum.
Like Aquinas, Giles traces the development of the state by analogy with the
natural order, using nature as a kind of exemplar which man ought to follow.
Quoting Ulpian's dictum that 'kynde ri3t' is '}>at kynde techeb alle bestes' (fol.
151b), he argues in Book III that this is not to be understood only of mankind, but
'of alle bestes bat breden in heuene, ober in erthe ober in be see' (fol. 151b).
Through the law of nature man accords with all natural things and so man's rules,
deeds and behaviour ought to be grounded in what he 'desireb kyndeliche' (fol.
152a).
Following Aquinas and Gratian, Giles argues that any kind of positive law
which is opposed to natural law is null and void: 'for no byng is ri3tfulliche iordeyned of man but it springe in som wise of lawe of kynde and but if kynde
resoun wol bat it be i-ordeyned' (fol. 152b). Monarchy is seen to be the best form
of government because it is sanctioned by nature. It is a 'kynde reuleyng bat we
seen in kynde' (fol. 132b) and particularly in the habits of bees (fol. 132b-33a).
Giles uses the example of bees to prove a point about a particular form of
government and to demonstrate that there is a right ordering discernible in the natural
rule of the universe, one which man should imitate. If a king or prince, he says,
wishes to rule his people properly, he should study 'kyndeliche thinges'. All
'kynde' is derived from God, chief prince and king of kings. Since He governs the
world and nature righteously according to the rules we see in natural things:
of bat rewelynge sholde springe be rewlyng bat scholde be itaiQt
in art of rewelyng of kynges. For art folweb kynde and in
kynde we see bat first kynde 3eueb to bynges wherby bei mowe
come to here ende. (fol. 136b)
No man is rightfully a prince unless he work according to the 'ri3t of kynde bat
springeb of ri3tful resoun'. So long as a king holds 'be lawe of kynde, he reweleb
ri3tfulliche' (fol. 155a).
In distinguishing between natural law and positive law, Giles turns to the
authority of St Paul:
it is iseid bat kynde ri3t and kynde lawe is iwrete in owre hertes
for men bat hauen no lawe dob kyndeliche dedes of lawes and
scheweb be work of lawe bat is iwrete in here hertes. And for
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positif 1131 and lawe is not so iwrete in herte it mot be iwrete in
som outward substance for to kepe it in mynde. (fol. 151a)
He continues, echoing Rufinus, to comment that each man's capacity to know good
from evil is derived from the natural law planted by God in our hearts (fol. 153b).
Thus natural law should be the basis of the behaviour not just of kings but of all
members of a political community.

n
As we turn to examine this theme in Richard and Mum, it should be made clear
that at no point do the poets set out explicitiy a systematic exposition of political
theory. The theme of natural law is articulated implicitly rather than explicitly
through the cumulative importance of recurrent imagery, analogies, proverbial
references and loaded diction. An analysis of the techniques of the poems reveals
how this theme finds expression.
Sporadic in both fragments are comments on the need for all members of the
political community to follow the dictates of their reason rather than the promptings
of their will in order to ensure that the law is kept. In Richard, for instance, it is
Richard's 'willfull werkis', which are responsible for the lawlessness of his realm
(I.1-5). 33 and in Mum, the labourers are urged to rule themselves by 'reson and
right lawe' (1479). 34 The opposition of will and reason is a commonplace of
medieval psychology and is often cited as a source of misrule in other political
poems. 35
In Richard and Mum, references to reason allude to the part played by man's
rational faculty in the workings of natural law. This conclusion is based on the fact
that behaviour contrary to reason is shown also, in both poems, to be contrary to
nature. In Middle English, nature is usually expressed by the word 'kynde'; a word
with a complex semantic range. 36 Almost always in Richard and Mum, 'kynde',
whether as a noun or an adjective, refers to the natural order or to properties innate
in a species of nature.37 The noun is also used to mean 'gratitude' in Richard?9 and
the adjective to mean 'proper'.39 In Mum, 'kynde' as a noun means a creative
principle40 and as an adjective 'generous'.41
There are a number of ways in which political behaviour is measured against
natural ordinance in the poems. One of the most important is by figurative speech.
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Imagery concerning health and disease signals whether certain actions contribute to
the efficient workings of nature or cause it to malfunction. For example, the
purpose of parliament in Mum is described as an assembly whose function is to
'schewe be sores of be royaulme' (M.1120) and by speaking out freely in a lawabiding fashion to:
. . . . berste oute alle be boicches and blaynes of be hert
And lete be rancune renne oute a-russhe al at oones
Leste be fals felon festre with-ynne.
(M. 1122-4)
This thematic strain informs the use of the Body Politic image 42 in both poems and
numerous other images or proverbial asseverations.43
Also common is imagery concerned with natural growth or its premature
stunting and the natural course of the created order or its inversion. In Richard for
example, the encouragement of young counsellors at court in preference to stalwart
sages, is likened to a cow hopping in a cage (R.III.262) and in Mum, the image of
birds which have been plucked and caged is used as a vehicle to condemn the
suppression of truthtelling:
But piez with a papegeay parlid of oones,
And were y-plumed and y-pullid and put into a caige.
Sith be briddes were y-bete be beke is vndre whinge
But yf bay parle priuyly to baire owen peeris.
(M. 152-5S)44
In Richard, this strain of imagery underwrites criticism of the mindless and
extravagant dress of the king and his courtiers. In other contemporary poetry, the
cause of such sartorial abuse is assigned to sinfulness, usually Pride. 45 At
R.III.176, the poet does state that the courtiers' outrageous dress is 'for to queme
Sir Pride' but there is also an implicit contrast to the dress of Wit, who is:
Well homelich yhelid in an holsum gyse,
Not ouerelonge, but ordeyned in be olde schappe,
With grette browis y-bente and a berde eke,
And y-wounde in his wedis as be wedir axith.
(III.213-15)
That Wit dresses in a fashion complementary to nature suggests that the courtiers'
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finery is not just a symptom of Pride but an offence against natural order.46 This
unnaturalness is capped by the impertinence with which the porter, in defiance of his
estate, wears piked shoes (III.232). 47 Both poems are riddled with extended
vignettes, axiomatic phrases or analogies which similarly provide an ethical running
commentary on the main action described.48
On a larger scale, the poets show how men's actions flout the natural order of
the created world by drawing analogies between topical events and the natural
properties of beasts found in bestiaries. This takes a slightly different form in each
fragment. In Richard, the material concerned with the downfall of the Lords
Appellant is recounted in a type of narrative close in tenor to beast fable. The vehicle
for this narration is created by animating the heraldic signs of the persons involved.
All the relevant charges are animals.49 Richard II and his supporters are designated
by Richard's badge of the white hart, Henry Bolingbroke by the eagle, the duke of
Gloucester by the swan and the earls of Arundel and Warwick by the horse and bear
respectively. Ruth Mohl's description of this narrative as 'an occasional bit of bird
or beast allegory, all pretty obvious to those at court' 50 overlooks the crucial
function of this coding in providing an ethical political commentary on the topical
events it summarises.
Deer, the poet tells us, renew their hide and bones when they reach a hundred
years of age by catching adders and feeding on their venom. This image suggests
that Richard and his supporters ought to have concerned themselves with ridding the
country of poisonous elements (R.III. 13-25). Instead, contrary to the properties
with which they have been naturally endowed, the deer chose to attack a horse,
swan and bear. The use of beast lore indicates that Richard's treatment of the Lords
Appellant was iniquitous because it was unnatural and that he and his supporters
brought destruction and disease upon themselves because they strove to renew their
strength in a way contrary to nature:51
This was a3eins kynde as clerkis me tolde;
And ber-for be hertis here hele so myssid
And my3te nat passe be poynte of her prime age.

(III.32-34)

Certain political events are shown to be inevitable if justice were to triumph.
The poet recounts the desertion of Richard's supporters by describing the frozen
astonishment displayed by deer before an object which frightens them, in this case,
the return of Henry Bolingbroke (II.8-9). The details of the deer's reaction are
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drawn directly from beast lore and used to suggest that it is natural for these deer,
that is the supporters of Richard, to be frightened of Henry.52 Furthermore, the poet
states that it was part of the natural cycle that these deer should become powerless:
And also in sothe be seson was paste
For hertis yheedid so hy and so noble
To make ony myrthe for mowtynge bat nyghed.
That bawtid 30ure bestis of here bolde chere;
pey seuerid and sondrid for somere hem faylid,
And flowen in-to forest and feldis abou3te.
(II. 10-14)
This 'mowtynge' refers to the seasonal renewal of the deer's horns. Bartholomaeus
describes how deer change their horns annually in spring and then, because they are
defenceless, hide themselves until their horns have re-grown. 53 Richard's
supporters deserted him at the end of the summer54 and the poet uses the beast-lore
account to suggest that the course of recent political events was the result of the
compulsion of natural change. The downfall of Richard and his supporters was as
inevitable as the relentless course of nature.
The return of Henry Bolingbroke is related in terms which suggest that he
began to put right the distortion of nature which the country had endured under
Richard. Richard afflicted his people (described in the poem as poor, lean deer)
with unseasonal frost in summer and plucked them bare (II. 124-32). Henry, as the
eagle:
. . . . brodid his wyngis
To couere hem from colde as his kynde wolde.

(II. 141 -42) 55

But Henry's regeneration of nature is not confined to acts of maternal kindness to
those who have been afflicted. To those who have been the cause of suffering, he
shows the other side of his nature. The routing of Richard's followers is described
in terms of the eagle going after his prey:
3it was not be fawcon full fed at his likynge,
For it cam him not of kynde kytes to loue

(II. 160- 61)

The natural antipathy between kites and falcons is attested in beast lore. It is used by
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the poet to stress how Henry's actions conformed to the laws which govern the
natural world and to show that Henry's return was profitable for the country.56 To
justify Henry's suppression of Richard's followers, the poet resorts to the
characteristically high flight of the eagle and its ability to see all that is happening
beneath it:
And euere houed be egle on hie on be skyes,
And kenned clerliche as his kynde axith.

(II. 190-91 ) 5 7

In the section describing the partridge, where the poet comes close to tripping
himself up over his own analogy,58 the poet tries to suggest that Richard was an
unnatural mother of his children, usurping the place of their natural parent. Richard
is called the 'lurker', 111.57 and the 'schrewe', 111.58, whilst Henry is 'hir owen
kynde dame', 111.55 who returns to alleviate the subjects' misery.
'Kynde' is used by the poet as a normative moral principle. The topical events
which most vex him are those which violate 'kynde' order. He explicitly states that
the worst disaster on earth is the crime committed against the ordinances of nature:
Sauynge souereynes and sages avise,
pat be moste myscheff vppon molde on
Is demed be dede ydo a3eins kynde.

(III.8-10)

The poet makes an unequivocal defence of Henry's right to the crown by saying that
it was his by 'kynde' (III.92-93)59 and this, alongside those other references which
we have considered, establishes a sharp contrast between Henry's actions and those
of Richard, who refused the rule of 'realles kynde' (1.91). The pervasiveness of
this theme can be seen from the way that even the Ship of State analogy in Passus IV
culminates in describing its crew as being unable to control the vessel in inclement
weather; they 'knewe not be kynde cours bat to be crafte longid (IV.76).60
In Mum, the idea of the natural world as an exemplification of men's political
behaviour sustains a more ambitious ethical vision.61 At line 870, the vision of
Middle Earth which the narrator sees in his dream is inspired by Passus XI of Piers,
where Will is shown a vision of 'Middelerthe' where all created things, except man,
obey Reason.62 Day and Steele completely miss the political application of this
episode. They comment on the piece as a kind of extended nature appreciation and
actually contrast it with the episode in Piers.63
c
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The political significance of the sequence is crucial to an understanding of the
poem. For the first time, the narrator sees something which lifts his spirits and
gladdens his heart (879). The catalogue of flowers, crops and animals is
characterised by freshness and abundance; a rushing river 'ful of fysshe and of frie'
(897), for instance, and briars groaning under the weight of berries and honeysuckle
(898-900). These details present a picture of the plenitude of nature.64 The created
order is shown to be gloriously harmonious, vigorously healthy and self-generating.
Nature provides a moral speculum drawn to instruct man in the art of government.
The poet says simply:
A swete sight for souurayns, so me God helpe. (931)
We recall the injunctions in the works of Aquinas and Giles to learn the art of
government from examples seen in nature.
Even closer to the political ideas of Aquinas and Giles is the beekeeper's
account of the hive of bees which he tends:65
The bee of alle bestz beste is y-gouuerned
Yn lowlynes and labour and in lawe eeke.
Thay haue a king by kinde bat be coroune bereth,
Whom bay doo sue and serue as souurayn to baym alle.
(997-1000)
The bee-king rules his community by 'reason and by right-ful domes' (1036) and all
the bees are busy 'aboute commune profit' (1078). Their work is in harmony with
the dictates of the natural world. They gather honey if 'hit be temperate tyme'
(1025) and they are able to detect the wiles of wastrels, the drones, 'as kindely as
clerc doeth his bokes' (1016). 66 Indeed, their conduct is entirely the result of
natural ordinance:
For of alle be bestes bat breden vppon erthe . . . .
The bee in his bisynes beste is allowed,
And prouyd in his propriete passing alle ober
And pretiest in his wirching to profite of be peuple.

(987-991)

As in Richard, the poet states that the properties of animals in the natural world
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are a normative principle to which man's political behaviour ought to conform.67
Kings, and subjects too, must follow the dictates of their reason so that they
harmonise themselves with the rational principle which ensures the common good of
the natural order. Thus when the poet evaluates recent political action in light of
whether it is 'kynde' or whether, like the labourers' unwarranted criticism of the
king, it has no 'kindely cause' (1458), he is using the word 'kynde' to mean natural
law. 68
The second half of the beekeeper's speech in Mum provides an allegorical
explanation of the source of natural law in man. The narrator asks the beekeeper
where he can find a truthteller. Speaking the truth is an activity constantly associated
in the poem with moral rectitude. 69 And here, in the beekeeper's reply, it is
associated with eternal Truth:
Yn man-is herte his hovsing is, as hooly writte techet,
And mynde is his mansion bat made all bestres.
There feoffed hym his fadre freely for to dwelle,
And put hym in possession in paradise terrestre
Yn Adam oure auncetre and al his issue after.
He spirith hym with his spirite bat sprange of hymself
To holde bat habitacion and heuene afterwardes.
(1224-30)
Man's psychology is explained by an argument dependent on the procedures of land
law. Truth has been 'enfeoffed' by God with an estate where he is entitled to two
dwelling places, man's heart and man's mind.70 The first estate God gave Truth
was Adam and he has since gained hereditary possession of mankind.71 Because
the capacity for moral good is located in the heart and described in legal terminology,
this allegorical sequence is suggestive of St Paul's teaching that natural law is
written in our hearts. Writing is not mentioned explicitly in the passage but a gift of
estate by enfeoffment could be accompanied by a legal charter.72 'Mynde' can be
interpreted as man's rational capacity which ensures that he conducts himself in
accordance with the natural faculty for good with which he has been invested by
God at birth.
Because this sequence in Mum appears to be influenced by Piers, and the
account of man's psychology, which relies heavily on legal terminology, is
embedded in the political exemplum of the hive of bees, I would argue that here the
Mum-poet investigates the source of the political and moral principles which ought
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to be the foundation for his contemporary society. And the ideas of natural law
which inform the sequence have much in common with the writings of Gratian,
Rufinus and the Thomist tradition.
The continuation of this allegorical sequence outlines why, despite the fact that
man has naturally been endowed with a rational principle which ought to direct him
to good, he behaves in a contrary manner:
For Mvm hath a man bere bat is a muche shrewe,
Antecrist-is angel bat eche day vs ennoyeth.
He dwellith faste by be dore and droppeth many wiles
Yf he might wynne ouer be walle with a wron
He debateth eche day with Do-welle withynne,
And be maistrie among and be mote wynneth,
And shoueth be sothe-sigger into a syde-herne,
And taketh couetise be keye to come ynne when hym liketh.
Thenne dreede with a dore barre dryueth oute be beste,
And maketh be sothe-sigger seche a newe place,
And to walke where he wol withoute on be grene
Til sorowe for his synnes seese hym agaynes
And be tenaunt a-tourne to treuthe al his life.
(1254-66)
Whilst the sequence is clearly influenced by the closing stages of Piers, the Barn of
Unity scene is translated into a struggle between good and evil within man's heart.
Once again, the argument depends on details of land law. Man does not always
behave in accordance with the truth that sits in his heart, that is, follow natural law,
because sin commits a crime against God's act of tenancy. The truthteller is
dispossessed from his rightful territory because Mum's follower commits an act of
breaking and entering, covetousness gains the key by fraud, and dread unlawfully
evicts the rightful tenant. The Mum-poet uses the words 'seese' and 'tenaunt' as
particularly as he used 'feoffed' and 'possessioun' earlier.73 Penitence can restore
Truth to his possession of man's heart and ensure that his tenant, man, behaves in
accordance with Truth 'al his life'; a phrase which suggests legal life tenancy.74
The recourse to legal formulae produces a witty variation on the traditional idea
of a battle between vice and virtue in man's heart and also demonstrates a moral
point in terminology which fuses the social and spiritual aspects of man's behaviour.
An analogy is drawn between the breaking of God's law through sin and the
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breaking of the law of the land by criminals and thus the poet makes the point that
the non-observance of natural law results in the breaking of positive law. 75 In
contrast to the moral paradigms of contemporary poems (Piers apart), the political
outlook in Mum and Richard highlights man's innate and natural capacity to behave
rationally.76 And since natural law binds together all creation, the poets emphasise
that man is a communal animal whose behaviour has political repercussions, and not
just an individual beset with an internal struggle of vice against virtue.77
Both poets capitalise upon the once-fortuitous association of natural instinct
with the moral faculty of natural law to furnish them with material for an ethical
commentary on recent events and trends in society. The laws or principles of nature
discernible in all natural organisms and in the created order, are used as analogies for
the more abstract concept of natural law in its moral and political interpretations.
Natural instinct is held to be a normative principle both politically and morally.
Man's actions will follow the workings of the rational principle discernible in
creation if he follows his reason rather than his will. The workings of the hive of
bees and their beekeeper provide an ideal model but this apart, both poems catalogue
the many more examples of individuals, institutions and recent events which are not
of 'kynde' but against it. The reason for this is spelt out in the Prologue to Richard:
'be wickyd will and be werkis after' (Prol.87). It is an explanation pertinent to both
poems.

Ill
Compared with near contemporary writings, such unqualified belief in nature
as a principle which, if followed, ensures moral rectitude and political harmony, is
interesting. Sermons and religious tracts often use small scale exempla from the
natural world to illustrate a particular virtue demonstrated there which man ought to
follow, but the occasional character of this exegetical treatment of nature is of a
different order from the ethical blueprint for society which is seen in Mum and even
in Richard.1*
There are other closely contemporary poems which privilege nature as an
example of rational and moral rectitude, for example, Cleanness and Death and
Liffe. In the former, those impure acts which offend God are also contrary to
'kynde', not just in the obvious example of the deviant sexuality practised in Sodom
and Gomorrah, where man's impurity transgresses against the law of nature in its
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strictly Ulpianic sense79 but also in episodes such as the description of the fall of
Lucifer. Lucifer was created the fairest of the 'athel' angels, yet in his rebellion
against God, 'he unkyndely as a karle kydde a reward' (208). 80 One sense of
'unkyndely' here is 'ungratefully'81 but the opposition between God having created
Lucifer 'athel' and his subsequent behaviour as 'karle' suggests that 'kynde' also
means 'contrary to created order'. References to 'kynde' in this poem all associate
the concept with behaviour ordained by God. But in contrast to Richard and Mum,
man's natural capacity for good is always seen as subordinate to God's ultimate role
in the behaviour of individuals and societies.82
In Death and Liffe, Dame Liffe resembles the personification of Nature seen in
the works of Alain of Lille and Chaucer.83 She ensures the regeneration and fulness
of the natural world and in the theological crux of the poem, where Death plays into
Liffe's hands by admitting her failure to joust conclusively with Christ, the offices
of Nature are associated with God's redemption of man. 84 As in Cleanness,
nonetheless, whilst the description of the main disputants and the course of their
subsequent debate elevates the concept of Nature because it is seen to be a normative
moral principle, there is no stress on man's innate capacity for good unaided by
God's intervention.85 The theme of Death and Liffe is not an exploration of human
behaviour but an exposition of God's redemption.
The poets of Richard and Mum share with Alain of Lille a conviction that
man's refusal to follow the principles of nature has resulted in the collapse of law
and justice. 86 Alain's profound respect for Nature in The Plaint can be seen from
his personification of her as the vicegerent of God and from his indication that her
ordinances are profitable to man (p. 117). But she is not identified wholly with
Reason; a limitation which is emphasised more fully in the AnticlaudianusP This
sets up a conflict between natural instinct and rational behaviour wholly foreign to
their unquestioned synthesis in Richard and Mum. This limitation of Nature, in
defining its role as distinct from Reason, is a common one. For instance, in Roman
de la Rose, the narrator suggests that Reason was made in paradise because Nature
would not have known how to have made a work of such regularity.88 Nature
denies her capacity to endow man with Reason and explicitly states that she is not
responsible for man's 'entendement' (19055-19076).
In Chaucer's Parlement ofFoules, it is clear that Nature's capacity to instruct
man in the workings of common profit is limited. Here, as in the Physician's Tale,
Chaucer describes Nature as the vicegerent of God, 89 but she has only limited
jurisdiction in the parliament over which she presides. Chaucer too, seems to effect
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a disjunction between Nature and Reason. Nature cannot counsel the formel to
accept the first tercel's proposal because she is not Reason (631-32). Her reluctance
to circumscribe the 'free will' of the birds means that, at least in one respect, her
ordinances have been frustrated. The formel's refusal to mate will ensure that there
are no eaglets produced the following year, thus dramatising the way in which the
will is free to thwart the workings of Nature and damage common profit.90 The idea
of common profit is important in both Richard and Mum but in both, it is suggested
that rational behaviour, implanted naturally, is sufficient for its promotion.
Gower's treatment of nature is interesting in this context, as in some respects,
it is close to that seen in Richard and Mum. The ways in which natural law
influences man's behaviour is an important theme in his poetry.91 Nature is often
seen as a normative moral principle. In Vox, the behaviour of the rebels in 1381 is
described using beast fable to show how far the revolt offended against the
ordinances of Nature. 92 Gower's conservative belief in the natural, hierarchical
ordering of society and his means of expressing that trust here is similar to that in
Richard and Mum. This vision is not sustained over the whole book, however, and
certainly not throughout Vox in its entirety.
In Confessio, the treatment of natural law is subjected to more complex
analysis.93 Gower often uses the natural world as an example of the 'kynde' course
which ought to be a lesson to man. He shows, for instance, that on account of the
'lawe which is naturel', no beast preys on his own kind and marvels that man,
'which kynde hath and resoun can' should behave worse than a beast in
contravening the 'weie of kinde'.94 In Book II, Gower quotes Gratian's dictum that
natural law propels man to do unto others as he would have done unto himself and
this is important in the story of Constantine and Sylvester. Constantine is
'overcome/With Charite' while still a pagan because of the workings of natural
law. 95 Such is Gower's reverence for the law of nature that Tiresias' sexual
transformation is seen to be a punishment for his disturbing the law of nature when
he separates two snakes who are in the act of coupling (III.373-75).
But this equation of natural law with sex instinct causes problems for Gower.
However positively he views 'kynde' as a morally normative principle, natural
instinct, especially in matters of love can result not in virtue but in vice. It is 'kinde
loue', for instance which incites Machaire to incest with his sister Canace (III. 15460). The instinct to love, (as demonstrated by Amans) 96 may often spare no
condition of reason, but 'takth what thing comth next to honde' (VIII. 163). Gower
gives Nature responsibility for creating man's body, not his soul (VII.490-94) and
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contends that when God assigned laws to reason and to nature, he bound the beasts
to the law of nature only:
Bot to the mannes creature
God yaf him reson forth withal
Wherof that he nature schal
Upon the causes modefie . . .
'And yit', says Gower, 'ben the lawes bothe save' (VII.5372-82). As these lines
show, whilst Gower recognises the complications inherent in taking the natural
world as a blueprint for man's behaviour, he also sees nature as a force which may
direct man to good.97 These opposing views of 'kynde' are reconciled through his
treatment of marriage, or 'honeste love'. Marriage imposes a law of its own and
regulates the potentially wayward prompting of natural instinct by channelling it to
rightful ends. 98 When married to Sara, for instance, Tobias leads 'so goodly his
lust' that 'bothe lawe and kinde is served' (VII.5362-63).
In contrast to the poets of Richard and Mum then, Gower recognises the
difficulties caused by the association of Ulpian's definition of animal instinct with
law as a moral force. But whilst there is undoubtedly a simplification of the
'natural' in the concept of natural law in Richard and Mum, it is interesting that the
emphasis on the power of a natural principle to direct men to good, in both poems,
but particularly in Mum, bears similarities to an important idea in Piers Plowman.
Beyond question, the writer of Mum was influenced by Piers." There are
clear verbal echoes in Mum of Langlandian collocations involving 'kynde' and
'knowyng', 100 the panoramic landscape description in Mum recalls the vision of
Middelerthe in Piers101 and in contrast to the other poems we have considered, both
Mum and Piers (though the latter not exclusively) apply concepts of natural law to an
extended examination of kingship and government.102
In Piers, not least because of the uncertain progress of the poem and the
possibilities for wordplay, the meanings of the word 'kynde' are difficult to pin
down. 103 Still less is there established critical consensus on what 'kynde' means in
its various collocations with the words 'wit' and 'knowing'. 104 The first of these
collocations does not appear in Mum, but the second does so four times. 105 In
particular, Piers' claim to know Truth 'as kindely as clerc doeth his bokes' is used at
109 and 1016. Critics have disagreed over the meaning of this statement in
Piers.106 In Mum, as we have seen, 'kynde' is used with semantic consistency and
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clarity. In discussing the behaviour of the bees (and that the poet is considering a
species of nature as a model for man to follow is important) the poet writes that they
are cognizant of the threat to their society posed by the drones:
For }>ay knowen as kindely as clerc doeth his bokes
Wastours }>at wyrchen not but wombes forto fille. (1016-17)
Acquired knowledge, either from books or from experience, is not in question
here.
The simile in the b-verse draws a parallel between the innate, natural
property of bees to recognise the lazy drones and the natural propensity of a cleric to
possess a discerning knowledge of books. 'Kynde knowing' or 'knowledge' in
Mum is used to suggest an innate, natural principle in created animals (including
man) which directs them to work in accordance with the principles which regulate
the harmony of the whole created order.
107

When the narrator at M.1065 asks to 'knowe kindely' about the activities of
the drones, behind the echo of Will's request to Holy Church, 108 we may see the
narrator's desire to attune himself to this natural order which he has been shown.
He wishes to learn how to discover within himself the principle of nature which
orders the rational creation to good so that he can recognize those forces which seek
to frustrate its harmony and thus be able to attempt to correct them through criticism.
We have noted that the description of the harmonious realm of Nature (M.876943) paints an ideal picture of creation behaving in accordance with the rational
principle responsible for its regeneration and harmony. Will's interpretation of the
vision of Middelerthe in Piers laments that man alone is not part of this order:
Ac that moost meved me and my mood chaunged That Reson rewarded and ruled alle beestes
Save man and his make; many tyme and ofte
No Reson hem folwede.
(XI.367-70)
Even if he failed to recognise the limitations of Will's interpretation of the Vision,109
it is interesting that the Mum-poet echoes this panoramic description of the natural
world in his own poem and uses it as a picture model to demonstrate how society
ought to be ruled. The Mum-poet narrows the scope of the episode in Piers to a
purely political interpretation of the concept of natural law but there are other
passages in Langland's poem which might have prompted him to do so.
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Of man's ability to win salvation through his 'kynde' faculties, Langland
expresses profound uncertainties and grave reservations. 110 But of man's innate
facility for forming himself into a political community ordered by legal bonds and
determined for common good, Langland is, (unless we ought to be reading these
episodes simply as debating points) at times, optimistic. And it is to these 'times'
that the Mum-poet's interest may have been attracted.111
In the Prologues of B and C (though not in A), 112 the structure of a political
community is described113 in which the personification of Kynde Wit has a key role:
And thanne cam Kynde Wit and clerkes he made,
For to counseillen the Kyng and the Commune save.
The Kyng and Knyghthod and Clergie bothe
Casten that the Commune sholde hem communes fynde.
The Commune contreved of Kynde Wit craftes,
And for profit of al the peple plowmen ordeyned
To tilie and to travaille as trewe lif asketh.
The Kyng and the Commune and Kynde Wit the thridde
Shopen lawe and leaute - ech lif to knowe his owene.
(Prol. 114-22)
Critics have disagreed over the degree of 'natural'ness inherent in the term 'Kynde
Wit' 1 1 4 but this section has been interpreted to show Langland's belief in the
importance of a natural faculty in man, which when properly employed in the
formation and maintenance of a political community, works for the common
good. 115 This is a reading compatible with the Mum-poet's political ideas. All the
functions of Kynde Wit in this passage from Piers are important in Mum (and in
Richard too). Kynde Wit is shown to be responsible for creating clerks to counsel
the king. 116 That he devises crafts for the good of the community lends explicit
support for the three estate structure of society led by a monarch117 and he is directly
involved in the creation of law and justice between king and community for the
benefit of each individual within society.119
Furthermore, we have seen that in contrast to most other contemporary poets,
the writer of Mum effects no disjunction between nature and reason, but appears to
hold to the view that if man behaves rationally, he follows the law of nature
inscribed on his heart. This is strikingly similar to another section of Piers,
especially if it is read in the light of the formulation of the political state in the
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Prologue. In Passus IV, the vanquishing of Mede in the political kingdom through
the advice of Reason, who is depicted as a counsellor to the Visio-king, is a
supremely optimistic moment in Piers' depiction of society. Self-interest and
corruption are defeated, not by any divine intervention but by advice to the king
which stems from man's rational faculty.119 Reason states that if his advice were
followed, 'lawe shal ben a laborer and lede afeld donge' (IV.147). 120 Notably,
Kynde Wit commends Reason's words and asserts with the rest of the just men that
'Reson truthe tolde' (IV. 157-58).121 Obviously, this is not Langland's last word on
the subject but the treatment of 'kynde' in the opening sections of his poem might
well have influenced its handling in Mum, especially as there are clear verbal echoes
of Piers in the later poem. If these episodes in Piers be understood to dramatise the
good issuing from a society which rests on rational principles of natural law, then
here is a parallel, if not a source, for the distinctive bias of the unambiguously high
claims which the Mum-poet makes for man's political nature.
Ultimately, of course, the location of specific sources for the idea of natural
law in Richard and Mum is a speculative enterprise but an exploration of similar
themes in other works assists in evaluating their use of the concept. A close
examination of the techniques of Richard and Mum highlights a coherent political
analysis to their topical and ephemeral criticism. Whilst both poems are 'occasional'
pieces, perhaps reflected in the fact that each survives in a single copy only,122 they
do also explore more durable ideas, ideas which inform a large body of writing in
the period. There is the heritage of the canon law tradition, the more purely political
orientation of these ideas in Giles' treatise and the discussion of nature and the
natural in many poems, both major and minor.
In Mum, the discussion of natural law is less consistently tied to distinct
topical events than in Richard and accomplished within more consciously 'literary'
boundaries.123 This may be because Piers Plowman exerted a greater influence over
the writer of this poem. The treatment of 'kynde' in Richard is entirely compatible
with a reading of Piers but a direct connection with the earlier poem is less obvious
in the treatment of this theme. 124 Yet in other respects, the vision of the natural
world, both as a political exemplar to man and also as a rational harmony of which
man is a part, is strikingly similar in both Richard and Mum. Both poets, in contrast
to other writers that we have looked at, make extensive use of bestiaries for the lore
which provides them with their narrative strategies, strategies which produce a
consistently political interpretation of society. This distinctiveness in their treatment
of natural law highlights an important area in which the poems are closely related to
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each other. The ethical vision which underlies both Richard and Mum is indeed
idiosyncratic but it is neither 'jaundiced' nor 'incoherent'.
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